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Abstract

Personalized recommendation for online service systems aims to predict poten-

tial demand by analysing user preference. User preference can be inferred from

heterogeneous implicit feedback (i.e. various user actions) especially when ex-

plicit feedback (i.e. ratings) is not available. However, most methods either

merely focus on homogeneous implicit feedback (i.e. target action), e.g., pur-

chase in shopping websites and forward in Twitter, or dispose heterogeneous

implicit feedback without the investigation of its speciality. In this paper, we

adopt two typical actions in online service systems, i.e., view and like, as aux-

iliary feedback to enhance recommendation performance, whereby we propose

a Bayesian personalized ranking method for heterogeneous implicit feedback

(BPRH). Speci�cally, items are �rst classi�ed into di�erent types according to

the actions they received. Then by analysing the co-occurrence of di�erent

types of actions, which is one of the fundamental speciality of heterogeneous

implicit feedback systems, we quantify their correlations, based on which the

di�erence of users' preference among di�erent types of items is investigated. An

adaptive sampling strategy is also proposed to tackle the unbalanced correlation
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among di�erent actions. Extensive experimentation on three real-world datasets

demonstrates that our approach signi�cantly outperforms state-of-the-art algo-

rithms.

Keywords: Recommendation, Heterogeneous Implicit Feedback, Personalized

Ranking, Co-occurrence

1. Introduction

Recommender systems [1] have been successfully applied in online systems

to provide personalized service and thus resolve the information overload prob-

lem [2, 3]. Generally, recommendation methods are often based on either explicit

feedback or implicit feedback. The former methods leverage users' ratings or5

reviews to predict users' potential interest [4, 5, 6, 7, 8], while the latter ex-

ploits users' actions (e.g., purchase, forward, view, like) to estimate user prefer-

ence [9, 10, 11]. In real-world applications, since explicit feedback is not always

available, the algorithms based on implicit feedback [12, 13, 14, 15] have received

much attention recently.10

Implicit feedback is heterogeneous in real-world systems. A common exam-

ple shown in Figure 1 is an online shopping website, where users may perform

various actions on items such as view (browse the details), like (click the `like'

button) and purchase (buy the item). Some researchers have taken preliminary

steps to study the value of implicit feedback [16, 17]. In this paper, we term the15

feedback to predict as target action, which is generally the most concerned feed-

back for recommendation service providers. For instance, purchase is the target

action in e-commerce systems. Other types of actions (e.g., view and like) o�er

side information to help model user preference, called auxiliary action. Both

target and auxiliary actions indicate users' positive attitude on items. Gener-20

ally, target action provides stronger indication of user preference than auxiliary

action [18]. However, in practice, target action is scarce while auxiliary action is

rich. Note that although not available in many scenarios, there is another kind

of actions besides target action and auxiliary action, namely, negative action
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Figure 1: An example of users performing various actions on items in online websites.

(e.g., delete the unwanted items). It implies users' explicit negative attitude on25

items, thus provides the counter indications about user preference.

Many existing studies [19, 20, 21, 13, 22, 23] merely consider target ac-

tion (homogeneous implicit feedback) and thus inherently su�er from the data

sparsity problem [24]. Therefore, some researchers attempt to exploit hetero-

geneous implicit feedback, and show that both target and auxiliary actions can30

be integrated for better recommendation [18, 25, 26, 27, 28]. However, these

approaches did not pay su�cient attention to the correlation between target

action and auxiliary action. Some works are basically simple combination of

submodels that are designed for homogeneous implicit feedback [25, 26], while

some studies are merely based on intuitive assumptions which are invalid in35

some scenarios[13, 18]. The limited improvements achieved by these approaches

indicate that the value of auxiliary action requires further investigation.

In this paper, we propose a novel Bayesian personalized ranking approach

for heterogeneous implicit feedback (BPRH). It integrates multiple types of aux-

iliary action and target action into a uni�ed model for better recommendation.40

In the model, we uncover the essential speciality of heterogeneous implicit feed-

back and investigate the correlation between auxiliary action and target action.

The main contributions of this study are summarized as follows:

• We propose a series pairwise assumption for heterogeneous implicit feed-

back. Items are classi�ed into three types: with target action, with only45

auxiliary action and with no action. We assume that user preference to-
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wards items with only auxiliary action is weaker than those with target

action, but stronger than those with no action (target � auxiliary � no

action), called series pairwise assumption. It can be easily extended if

negative action is available.50

• We design a Bayesian Personalized Ranking model for Heterogeneous im-

plicit feedback (BPRH1). Speci�cally, we investigate the �ne-granular user

preference di�erence between items with target action and those with aux-

iliary action, which could be re�ected by the correlation between the two

types of actions. Table 1 exhibits the examples of co-occurrence between55

target action and auxiliary action in three real-word datasets. Hence, we

leverage the co-occurrence to quantify the correlation. A penalty weight

parameter α is introduced to control the user preference di�erence be-

tween items with target action and auxiliary action. To the authors' best

knowledge, our BPRH is the �rst model that uncovers and utilizes the60

co-occurrence of di�erent types of actions in the case of heterogeneous

implicit feedback for e�ective recommendation.

• We obtain an interesting observation that correlation level between dif-

ferent actions can be counterintuitive. As we consider the two types of

auxiliary action, intuitively, like should be correlated more with purchase65

than view. However, this proposition is invalid in the scenario where so-

cial networks are attached, e.g. an shopping application where users can

follow each other. A possible explanation is that in a connected social

network, the motivation for users to click `like' is more complicated. That

1A preliminary report of our work was published at ACM UMAP'16 as an extended

abstract[29]. We have extended it in the following aspects. For the techniques, (1) we extend

our assumption by considering item-set preference and negative feedbacks; (2) we propose a

novel method to build item-set instead of random generation; (3) we design an adaptive sam-

pling strategy for e�ective model learning. Besides, we add more descriptions and relevant

research in the related work, and include new experimental results as well as analysis (i.e.,

four additional state-of-the-art methods, two more real-world datasets).
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Table 1: The co-occurrence of auxiliary action and target action: the column `view & target

action' (respectively `like & target action') shows the percentage that view (like) co-occurs

with target action w.r.t. the total number of target action.

Datasets view & target action like & target action target action

Sobazaar 88% 32% purchase

Tmall 77% 31% purchase

Xing 99% 36% reply

is to say, there is much noise in like. To tackle this issue, we hence �lter70

out those like which are less relevant to purchase.

• We design a e�ective learning algorithm which is novel in two aspects.

1) Inspired by the idea in [30] that modeling user preference over item-

sets is more e�ective than over a single item, we propose a novel scheme

to build item-sets instead of random generation, thus to further improve75

recommendation performance. 2) To dispose the unbalanced correlation

between auxiliary action and target action, we propose an adaptive sam-

pling strategy to reduce the sample frequency of items with auxiliary ac-

tion that is less correlated with target action. One notable advantage of

our adaptive sampling strategy over the existing schemes is that no hyper-80

parameters is required. Besides, it managed to handle the counterintuitive

case mentioned above smoothly.

• Lastly, we conduct comprehensive experiments to evaluate the e�ective-

ness of our proposed model. The empirical studies on three real-world

datasets, i.e., Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing, demonstrate that our approach85

signi�cantly outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of

the related research. Our proposed approach is elaborated in Section 3. Section

4 presents the optimization of the proposed method. In Section 5, empirical

studies on three real-world datasets are conducted to verify the e�ectiveness of90

our method. Finally, Section 6 concludes our work and outlines future research.
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2. Related Work

This section provides a brief review of related works on implicit feedback

for personalized recommendation. They are classi�ed into two types: meth-

ods for homogeneous implicit feedback and methods for heterogeneous implicit95

feedback.

2.1. Homogeneous Implicit Feedback

Generally, two types of approaches for homogeneous implicit feedback are

widely investigated: pointwise approaches and pairwise approaches. Pointwise

approaches take implicit feedback as an absolute score of user preference. For100

example, to deal with the ambiguity arising in the interpretation of unobserved

items (i.e., items with no actions), Pan et al. [31] propose two frameworks to

balance the strategies between unobserved items as negative items and as un-

known. Hu et al. [20] identify the unique characteristics of implicit feedback

and devise a weighted regularized matrix factorization method by introducing105

con�dence weights. Although these works aim at the item prediction task of

personalized ranking, none of them is directly optimized for ranking [23]. As a

consequence, the recommendation performance is inferior to that of the pairwise

approaches [23, 32].

Contrarily, pairwise approaches take implicit feedback as a relative score of110

user preference. Rendle et al. [23] pioneer this idea by designing a Bayesian

personalized ranking (BPR) framework, where they introduce a pairwise as-

sumption that a user prefers an observed item (i.e., item with target action)

over an unobserved one. After that, a number of variants based on BPR have

been proposed to date. For instance, Pan et al. [30] generalize the above as-115

sumption by using the relationship between two item-sets instead of two items

to reduce the negative impact caused by some counter-examples (e.g., a user

may dislike a purchased item or like an item not purchased yet). We follow this

idea to propose our assumption while take one step further by designing a novel

scheme to build item-sets instead of random pick as in [30]. Later, Pan et al [22]120
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point out that the fundamental assumptions made in BPR: (1) individual pair-

wise preference over two items and (2) independence between two users, may not

always hold. As a response, they propose an improved group preference to relax

the individual and independence assumptions. Zhao et al. [32] introduce social

connections information, and estimate user preference based on that of their125

social friends. Compared with pointwise ones, pairwise approaches are more

e�cient in item recommendation, as they directly model users' ranking-related

preferences. However, all the methods mentioned above cannot accommodate

heterogeneous implicit feedback.

2.2. Heterogeneous Implicit Feedback130

The existing studies on heterogeneous implicit feedback also consist of point-

wise and pairwise methods. We �rst make a brief review of the pointwise meth-

ods. Li et al. [33] extend the method in [20] by introducing the click-through

(i.e., view) records to help generate more accurate con�dence weights. This

work veri�es the usefulness of auxiliary action for e�ective recommendation.135

The model proposed by Pan et al. [5] also demonstrates that purchase and

view can be accommodated to provide more accurate rating prediction. Later,

Pan et al. [25] also propose a transfer learning model that integrates view into a

factorized similarity model [34] via a joint similarity learning method. As point-

wise methods, all the above methods su�er from the fundamental shortages as140

discussed in the previous subsection.

There are also several pairwise approaches for heterogeneous implicit feed-

back. Pan et al. [26] build two separate BPR models: 1) items with target action

and without target action; 2) items with auxiliary action and with no action.

The two BPR models are then linearly combined. However, it fails to directly145

optimize user preference towards items with di�erent types of actions. Lerche

et al. [21] try to measure the pairwise preference di�erence of two items that

are both obtained actions from a same user. They mention many possible issues

in BPR and design a generic model, i.e., BPR++, to roughly deal with them.

One of the issues pointed out is that di�erent types of actions should indicate150
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(c) Xing

Figure 2: The co-occurance percentage of like and target action performed by randomly picked

users in three real-world dataset.

di�erent user preference levels. Unfortunately, they fail to give further analysis

and no speci�c solution or experiment is presented. In their �nal model, the re-

cency and the number of obtained actions are considered to modify the pairwise

assumption respectively. However, it relies on additional information (i.e., time
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stamp for each action), without which it performs even worse than BPR [21].155

Loni et al. [18] contend that there is a prescribed order (that can be deduced

by experience based on the background of the datasets) of di�erent types of

actions according to the preference levels behind them. However, it is not easy

to determine the accurate preference levels by experience. As users perform

actions in di�erent patterns (Figure 2 depicts the co-occurrence percentage of160

like and target action of 1,000 randomly picked users), the preference level order

should be personalized. Besides, both [21] and [18] devise non-uniform sampling

strategies to ameliorate model learning. In [21], a biased sampling is proposed

to control the probability of sampling a pair of items that both obtained actions.

In [18], manual-setting weights are utilized to determine the sampling frequency165

of items with di�erent types of actions. Both schemes are severely dependent

on manually chosen parameters.

Compared with the approaches mentioned above, our BPRH model has sev-

eral essential advantages: 1) It is built upon a more uni�ed assumption, i.e., the

series pairwise assumption, which is able to avoid inconsistent or o�set model170

training caused by separated pairwise assumptions. 2) It takes advantages of

the co-occurrence of di�erent types of actions, which is a major characteristics of

heterogeneous implicit feedback system, to quantify the user-speci�c correlation

between target action and auxiliary action2. 3) A novel learning algorithm is

designed with two considerations: a) It generates item-sets to reduce the chance175

that items with inconsistent user preference may appear in one same item-set;

b) It adopts an adaptive sampling strategy without hyperparameters to handle

the unbalance correlation between target action and di�erent auxiliary action,

especially for the counterintuitive case caused by like in the scenario where social

network is connected.180

2Note that we study the co-occurrence of auxiliary action and target action without con-

sidering the sequence of their occurrence, which will be left for future work. To clarify, when

we talk about two actions co-occurring, either of them could occur �rst and then be followed

by another.
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Note that all the related works mentioned above aim at users and their

preferences, including long and short-term preferences, which are learned from

implicit feedback or user actions. We regard them as user-based methods. An-

other type of studies is designed for the scenario where user ID is not available,

called session-based methods. These methods focus on implicit feedback in a185

session. Their concern is merely the short-term patterns and the main task is

to predict unknown actions within the session. In this paper, we focus on the

study of user-based implicit feedback.

3. The Proposed BPRH Approach

In this section, we will present the proposed BPRH method that incorporates190

the in�uence of heterogeneous implicit feedback into a uni�ed BPR model. We

�rst introduce our sequential pairwise assumption by analyzing the drawbacks

of user preference assumptions in the existing methods. Then, we fuse the series

pairwise assumption into the BPR model to further enhance recommendation

performance, whereby a simple yet e�ective method BPRH is proposed.195

For clarity, we introduce a number of notations summarized in Table 2 to

describe the studied recommendation problem. Let u ∈ U, i ∈ I denote user u

and item i, respectively; U, I denote the user and item set, respectively; Iu is

the set of items that user u performs actions on; It, Int are the sets of items with

target action and without target action, respectively; Ia is the set of items with200

auxiliary action, including view Iv and like Il; Note that I
u
t ∩Iua 6≡ ∅, Iul ∩Iuv 6≡ ∅,

since one user can perform various actions on a same item; Ioa is the set of items

with only auxiliary action, namely, Iuoa ⊆ Iua , Iut ∩ Iuoa = ∅; Id is the set of items

with delete In is the set of items with no actions.

For each user u ∈ U , we aim to provide a personalized ranking list of items205

that she has not purchased yet, i.e., i ∈ Iunt, based on her history behaviour

records, i.e., items that she performs actions on Iu = Iut ∪ Iua ∪ Iud .
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Table 2: Mathematical notations

Notations Description

u, i/j/k/g user u and items i/j/k/g respectively

U, I the user set and the item set, respectively

Iu the set of items that user u performs actions on

It, Int
the sets of items with target action and without target action,

respectively. It ∪ Int = I

Ia the set of items with auxiliary action

Ioa the set of items with only auxiliary action

Iv, Il the set of items with view, like, respectively. Iv ∪ Il = Ia

Id the set of items with delete (i.e., negative action)

In the set of items without any action

Iur the set of items that are recommended to user u

Pref(u, i) user u's preference to item i

r̂ui the estimated preference of user u to item i

r̂uI the estimated preference of user u to item-set I

Cu the auxiliary-target correlation for user u

T (u, i),

A(u, i), the dataset of target action, auxiliary action and negative action.

N(u, i)

11



3.1. The Series Pairwise Assumption

As mentioned in Section 2, there are mainly two types of assumptions pro-

posed to model user preference in the implicit feedback based system, including210

pointwise preference on an item, and pairwise preferences over two items.

The assumption of pointwise preference [20] is denoted as,

Pref(u, i) = 1, P ref(u, j) = 0, i ∈ Iut , j ∈ Iunt;

where Pref(u, i) = 1 denotes user u's positive preference towards item i that

she performed target action on, while Pref(u, j) = 0 represents that user u

shows no preference on item j that she did not perform target action on. On

the contrary, the assumption of pairwise preferences [23] focuses on the relative

preferences between the two types of items, which can be denoted as:

Pref(u, i) � Pref(u, j), i ∈ Iut , j ∈ Iunt,

This assumption suggests that user u is more likely to prefer item i with target

action, to item j without target action. It can be further relaxed to a user's

preference on a set of items [30] instead of a single item, de�ned as,

Pref(u, I) � Pref(u,J ), I ⊆ Iut ,J ⊆ Iunt,

where Pref(u, I) = |I|−1
∑
i∈I Pref(u, i) is user u's averaged preference on

all items in item-set I; |I| is the size of item-set I. This relaxed assumption

provides us with more accurate pairwise preference relationships [30].

The above assumptions are merely suitable for homogeneous implicit feed-215

back system, since items are classi�ed into two types, i.e., with target action

and without target action. Users prefer items with target action to those with-

out target action. While in a heterogeneous system, as both target action and

auxiliary action are taken into account, the item classi�cation can be more �ne-

grained. Items without target action but auxiliary action are more likely to220

obtain target action than those without any actions. For example, users often

browse the details of items that they interested in besides purchasing them.

Hence, we assume that user preference towards items with only auxiliary action
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is weaker than those with target action, but stronger than those with no action.

In other words, target action, auxiliary action and no action indicate strong,225

medium and weak user preference, respectively. Note that unlike [18], in our

series pairwise assumption, the user preference level indicated by di�erent aux-

iliary action are not restricted, since we �nd that the preference level might be

counterintuitive in some scenarios, which will be discussed later.

Inspired by [30], we make our assumption in terms of item-sets rather than

a single item. The item-set group for each user is given by,

G(u) = {(I,J ,K) | I ⊆ Iut ,J ⊆ Iuoa,K ⊆ Iun} .

For any user u, her preference towards items in the item-set group, i.e.,(I,J ,K),

is in a descending order,

Pref(u, I) � Pref(u,J ) � Pref(u,K). (1)

Equation 1 is the user preference assumption for heterogeneous implicit feed-

back systems, and we name it series pairwise assumption. This assumption can

be easily extended if more �ne-grained item classi�cation is considered. One

example is the negative action, i.e., delete in the Xing dataset, where users can

delete items that they do want to see anymore. It shows an obvious negative

attitude of the users towards the deleted items. In this scenario, the item-set

group for each user G(u) can be reformulated as,

G′(u) = {(I,J ,K,G) | I ⊆ Iut ,J ⊆ Iuoa,K ⊆ Iun ,G ⊆ Iud } .

Thus, user u's preference over items in the item-set group, i.e., (I,J ,K,G) is

de�ned as,

Pref(u, I) � Pref(u,J ) � Pref(u,K) � Pref(u,G). (2)

In the above assumption, we contend that user's preference towards items with230

no action is stronger than those with delete, as no action implies no user pref-

erence, whereas delete indicates an obvious negative attitude.
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Till now, we have properly de�ned our series pairwise assumption for het-

erogeneous implicit feedback systems. Next we will elaborate how to seamlessly

incorporate this assumption into the basic BPR model for better recommenda-235

tion.

3.2. The Model

Assuming that all users' preferences are independent from each other [23],

the likelihood of preference for all users can be expressed as follows:∏
u∈U

∏
(I,J ,K)⊆I

P (r̂uI > r̂uJ > r̂uK)
δ((I,J ,K)∈G(u))

(
1− P (r̂uI > r̂uJ > r̂uK)

)(1−δ((I,J ,K)∈G(u)))

=
∏
u∈U

∏
(I,J ,K)∈G(u)

P (r̂uI > r̂uJ )P (r̂uJ > r̂uK)

(
1− P (r̂uI < r̂uJ )

)(
1− P (r̂uJ < r̂uK)

)
(3)

where r̂uI = |I|−1
∑
i∈I rui is the estimated averaged preference of user u on

items in the item-set I [30]; r̂ui is the estimated preference of user u towards

item i; δ is an indicator function with δ(x) = 1 if x is true, otherwise δ(x) = 0.240

Following [23], we utilize sigmoid function σ(x − y) = 1/(1 + e−(x−y)) to

approximate the probability P (x > y), and adopt log-likelihood to reduce the

computational complexity. Then, we reach the objective function for our BPRH

model,

max f(θ) =
∑
u

∑
I,J

lnσ

(
x̂uIJ (θ)

αu

)
+
∑
J ,K

lnσ (x̂uJK (θ))

−R (θ) , (4)

where θ = {Ûu ∈ R|U |×f , V̂i ∈ R|I|×f , bi ∈ R, u ∈ U, i ∈ I} is a set of model

parameters to be learnt; Ûu is the user-speci�c latent feature vector of user u,

V̂i is the item-speci�c latent feature vector of item i; |U |, |I| are the numbers of

users and items, respectively; f is the dimension of latent factors; bi is the item245

bias; x̂uIJ (θ) = r̂uI(θ)− r̂uJ (θ) is the estimated preference di�erence of u for I

with target action and J with auxiliary action; R(θ) =
∑
u

∑
I,J ,K{λu‖Uu‖

2
+

14



λv(‖VI‖2 + ‖VJ ‖2 + ‖VK‖2) + λb(b
2
I + b2J + b2K)} is the regularization term to

avoid over�tting.

Note that there is another important parameter αu in the objective function250

f(θ) controlling the contribution of x̂uIJ (θ) in Equation 4. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 1, auxiliary action is observed to have correlation with target action since

they often co-occur. This correlation, indicating a user's pattern of performing

actions, can be signi�cantly di�erent among users. We call it the auxiliary-target

correlation, denoted by Cu. For those users whose Cu is high, a target action255

will have a high probability to occur after users performed auxiliary action on

items. In this case, the item with auxiliary action obtains relatively strong user

preference, thus P (r̂uI > r̂uJ ) should be relatively small, vice versa. Hence,

the penalty weight αu is introduced in Equation 4 to better handle this issue.

αu is a user-speci�c function and positively correlated with Cu. Speci�cally, for260

any user u, if the value of Cu is high, and αu is large, thus the contribution of

x̂uIJ (θ) is small, which is equivalent to a small value of P (r̂uI > r̂uJ ). And

similar properties hold if the value of Cu is low. In a word, αu greatly facili-

tates to better embed our series pairwise assumption, and we will discuss how

to calculate the value of this important parameter in the next subsection.265

The e�ect of parameters in the sigmoid function was investigated by Mao et

al. [35]. They found that in the objective function of a standard BPR model,

parameter like αu in the sigmoid would a�ect the gradients of θ and sometimes

boost the popularity tendency, i.e., the tendency of an algorithm to recommend

the popular items. Unlike the BPR which contains one sigmoid term, Equation 4270

contain two sigmoid terms, where one term is with parameter. In these cases,

the parameter simply adjusts the gradient of one term, while that of the other

term remains impervious. Therefore, the popularity tendency of BPRH can not

by scaled up by αu. This conclusion is further veri�ed by empirical studied in

Section 5.275

The objective function shown in Equation 4 is based on the series pairwise

assumption in Equation 1. For the scenario where negative action, i.e., delete,

15



is available (see Equation 2), Equation 4 can be reformulated as follows,

max f ′(θ) =
∑
u

∑
I,J

lnσ

(
x̂uIJ (θ)

αu

)
+
∑
J ,K

lnσ (x̂uJK (θ))

+
∑
K,Z

lnσ (x̂uKZ (θ))

−R (θ) ,

(5)

3.3. Auxiliary-Target Correlation based on Co-occurrence

As illustrated in the last subsection, parameter αu is positively in�uenced

by the auxiliary-target correlation of user u, i.e., Cu. We, therefore, calculate

the value of αu by quantifying Cu for each u.

In heterogeneous implicit feedback systems, a user can perform multiple280

actions on a same item. That is to say, auxiliary action often co-occur with

target action, which has been veri�ed by the data statistics in Table 1 (Section 1)

and Figure 2 (Section 2). We contend that the co-occurrence of auxiliary action

and target action indicates the correlation between them, i.e., Cu. And the

higher the frequency of co-occurrences, the larger the value of Cu is, vice versa.285

For instance, in an online shopping system, Alice would like to view a number

of items just for fun, no matter she is willing to purchase one or not, while Bob

only check the details of those items he has bought or would like to buy at the

moment. According to di�erent user patterns of performing action, We draw

a conclusion that the value of Cu of Bob is higher than that of Alice, since an290

item viewed by Bob is more likely to be purchased (or have been purchased),

i.e., the co-occurrence frequency of auxiliary action and target action for Bob

is higher than that of Alice.

Thus, we �rst quantify Cu via the co-occurrence frequency of auxiliary action

and target action for user u, which can be calculated by ratio of co-occurrence.

However, we �nd that the ratio of co-occurrence between auxiliary action and

target action, denoted by Cuat, and that of co-occurrence between target action

and auxiliary action, denoted by Cuta, are asymmetric, shown as follows,

Cuat =
|Iua ∩ Iut |
|Iut |

, Cuta =
|Iua ∩ Iut |
|Iua |

,
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where |I| is the size of item set I; Cuat denotes the relative amount of auxiliary

action which co-occur with each target action; while Cuta denotes the relative

amount of target action which co-occur with each auxiliary action. Both of

them would in�uence the value of Cu. Hence, we de�ne Cu by the combination

in�uence of Cuat and C
u
ta, given by,

Cu(X) =
2 · Cuta(X) · Cuat(X)

Cuta(X) + Cuat(X)
(6)

where X ∈ {view, like} represents the types of auxiliary action. Since αu has

positive relationships with Cu, it can be formulated as follows,

αu(X) = ω · Cu(X), (7)

where ω > 0 is the coe�cient controlling the importance of Cu(X). ω is a

hyperparameter measuring the value of αu(X) when Cu(X) = 1.295

In general, for user u who performsm kinds of auxiliary action,X1, X2, · · · , Xm,

the �nal αu is given by:

αu =

m∑
r=1

ρr · αu(Xr), (8)

where
∑m
r=1 ρr = 1, ρr > 0 controls the importance of auxiliary action Xr. Note

that in Equation 4 and 5, if J ⊆ Iuoa does not contain items with auxiliary action

Xr from u, we set αu(Xr) = 0 when calculating αu. Speci�cally in our study,

two types of auxiliary action (i.e., view and like) are taken into consideration.

Hence, we can compute αu(view) and αu(like), respectively. And Equation 8

is rewritten as,

αu = ρ · αu(view) + (1− ρ) · αu(like) (9)

where ρ ∈ [0, 1]. If u only performs view/like, then ρ = 1/0.

3.4. `Like' in Di�erent Scenarios

With the de�nition of auxiliary-target correlation, we calculate the overall

correlation w.r.t. view, i.e., C(view), and like, i.e., C(like) for all users in the

real-world datasets, according to the following equation:

C(X) =
2 · Cta(X) · Cat(X)

Cta(X) + Cat(X)
, (10)
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Figure 3: The overall auxiliary-target Correlation of three datasets representing di�erent

scenarios.

where Cta(X) = |Ix ∩ It|/|It|, Cat(X) = |Ix ∩ It|/|Ix|; X ∈ {view, like}, Ix ∈

{Iv, Il}. The results on both datasets are shown in Figure 3. Note that the

major di�erence between the three datasets is that there is a social network300

built in Sobazaar, whereas Xing and Tmall do not have social networks.

Intuitively, like, as a straightforward way to express user interests on items,

should correlate more with target action than view, i.e., C(like) > C(view).

This can be veri�ed by the results on Xing, shown in Figure 3 (a), where

C(view) = 0.4023 and C(like) = 0.7190, as well as the results on Tmall, shown305

in Figure 3 (b). However, an opposite observation is found in Figure 3 (c) show-

ing the results on Sobazaar, where C(view) = 0.1892, whereas C(like) = 0.0871.

This counterintuitive observation is probably caused by the di�erent types of

services o�ered by the three online systems. Sobazaar provides a social network

where users can follow each other and catch up with the latest happenings of310

their friends. With the social network, user can not only `like' items they are

interested in but also those items their friends are fond of. For instance, people

share something cool on their homepages and their friends would click `like' as

support. In other words, in the systems with a social network, e.g., Sobazaar,

due to the complicated motivation for a user to click `like', some like may have315

little to do with user preference.

Therefore, to �lter out the noise in like, we select items with both like and
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view to compose the �ltered like item set, shown as follows,

Ifl = {i|i ∈ Iv ∩ Il} , (11)

since most users would view an item if they are truly into it. In Figure 3 (c),

we can see that the �ltered like correlates much more to target action than

the original like, whereas the auxiliary-target correlation of like without view is

close to zero. The same �ltering process has been done on Xing and Tmall to320

decrease the noise in like. The results are depicted by Figure 3(a),(b), where

we can observe that the improvements on auxiliary-target correlation are not

signi�cant. Hence, we make our conclusion that �ltering out noise in like in

the scenario where social networks are involved can improve the auxiliary-target

correlation, thus to enhance recommendation performance.325

In the scenario with social network, another possible concern is that whether

user interaction a�ects the independence of users' preferences. In fact, social

network is often very sparse. Its in�uence on user preference is generally ignored

by many studies, including all related works mentioned in our paper. In our

model, this in�uence is further reduced by action �ltering. We do not consider330

social in�uence on users' preferences and hold the assumption accordingly.

In practical application, whether to enable the �ltering process could be de-

termined according to background information of an authorized dataset. For

anonymous datasets, a simple comparison of the overall auxiliary-target cor-

relation of �ltered like and like could be done before applying the proposed335

algorithm. If the former is lager and gap is big (e.g., > 20%), the �ltering

process will be enabled.

4. Optimization for BPRH

We adopt the widely used stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm [36,

37] to optimize the objective function in Equation 4 and 5. For each user u,

items are sampled according to the item-set group G(u). We then calculate

the derivative of model parameters and update θ by going along the ascending
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gradient direction with learning rate γ [30, 23],

θ ← θ + γ∆θ, (12)

where ∆θ is the derivative set of model parameters, shown as follows [30, 23],

∆θ =



∆U =
∂f (θ)

∂U
− λuU

∆V =
∂f (θ, I)

∂Vi
+
∂f (θ,J )

∂Vj
+
∂f (θ,K)

∂Vk
+
∂f (θ,G)

∂Vg

− λv (VI + VJ + VK + VG)

∆B =
∂f (θ, I)

∂Bi
+
∂f (θ,J )

∂Bj
+
∂f (θ,K)

∂Bk
+
∂f (θ,G)

∂Bg

− λb (BI +BJ +BK +BG)

, (13)

where ∂f(θ,I)∂Vi
=
∑
i∈I |I|−1

∂f(θ)
∂Vi

, VI =
∑
i∈I |I|−1Vi and

∂f(θ,I)
∂Bi

=
∑
i∈I |I|−1

∂f(θ)
∂Bi

,340

BI =
∑
i∈I |I|−1Bi. If negative action (e.g., delete) is not available, we set

∂f(θ,G)
∂Vg

= ∂f(θ,G)
∂Bg

= VG = BG = 0. Note that when Iv ∪ Il = ∅, which means

there is no auxiliary action performed by users, BPRH is then downgraded to

the basic BPR model [23].

Item-set based on co-selection. In our BPRH model, we study user pref-

erence over an item-set instead of a single item, hence, the �rst key part in

our model learning process is to build item-set for each user. Since randomly

picking items to build the item-sets su�ers from inconsistent user preference

especially when the size of item-sets is large [30], we generate item-sets by se-

lecting items that share similar features. A simple but e�ective scheme is based

on co-selection, namely selecting items with target action that are performed by

at least two users at the same time. For any item i, Si is the set of items that

share the feature, i.e., co-selection, with item i, shown as,

Si = {j | |U i ∩ U j | ≥ 2, i, j ∈ I},

where U i, U j are the sets of users who perform target action on item i and345

j, respectively; Items in Si that share co-selection feature, are more likely to
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obtain similar user preference than randomly picked items. In our model, we

set I,J ,K ⊆ Si, if i ∈ I,J ,K.

Now we present an example to elaborate the process of building the item-

set I for a given user. Table 3 shows the synthetic purchase record of several350

users. Suppose we intend to build an item-set I for u2. First, an item i ∈

Iu2
t = {i1, i2, i6} is sampled, say i2. Then we set I = Iu2

t ∩ Si2 , where Si2 =

{i2, i4, i6, i8}. Finally, I = {i2, i6}.

Table 3: The synthetic data of users' purchase record, where `1' means the user purchased the

item.

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9

u1 1 1 1 1

u2 1 1 1

u3 1 1

u4 1 1 1 1

u5 1 1

u6 1 1 1 1 1

u7 1 1 1

u8 1 1

u9 1 1

The adaptive sampling strategy. Another essential part in the model

learning process is the sampling strategy. For the scenario where only one

type of auxiliary action (e.g., view or like) is available, we uniformly sample

i ∈ Iut , j ∈ Iuoa, k ∈ Iun , g ∈ Iud to build the item-sets I,J ,K,G for user u. How-

ever, when multiple types of auxiliary action (e.g., view and like) are taken into

account, the auxiliary-target correlation can be signi�cantly di�erent among

di�erent types of auxiliary action. In this case, uniform sampling would not

be suitable anymore. For instance, in our study, if Cu(like) < Cu(view), i.e.,

like correlates less with target action than view, items in Iul should be less fre-

quently sampled, since they are less correlated with target action, thus to make
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less contributions to improve the recommendation performance, vice versa. To

address this issue, we propose an adaptive sampling strategy based on auxiliary-

target correlation. Items that belong to Iuoa are drawn according to a Bernoulli

distribution p(µ),

p(µ) := εµ(1− ε)1−µ, µ = 0, 1. (14)

We pick an item from Iuoa ∩ Iul if µ = 1 and from Iuoa ∩ Iuv otherwise. The

probability ε that determines the sample frequency of items in Iuoa ∩ Iul is given

by,

ε =
1

1 + e−10·(Cu(like)−Cu(view))
, (15)

and the sample frequency of items in Iuoa ∩ Iuv would be (1 − ε). Equation 15

can help reduce the negative impact of items in Iuoa that are less correlated with355

the target action. Speci�cally, the more Cu(like) is larger than Cu(view), the

larger ε should be, hence, the more frequently items in Iul is sampled.

The detailed learning algorithm of BPRH is presented in Algorithm 1. To

explain, several arguments are taken as input, including the datasets T (u, i),

A(u, i), N(u, i); parameters ω, ρ; the regularization parameters λu, λv, λb; and360

the initial learning rate γ. First, we calculate the auxiliary-target correlation

C for users and generate S for items (line 1-2). Then we iterate the training

process until the objective function converges (line 3). Speci�cally, we uniformly

draw users (line 4) and sample items by using the adaptive strategy to build

item-sets (line 5-24). The model parameters θ are updated during the training365

process to approach the optimal solution (line 25).

The time complexity of the learning algorithm for BPRH isO(max(|I|, |J |, |K|)

|U |f∗#Iter), where |I|, |J |, |K| are sizes of item-sets I,J ,K, respectively; |U | is

the number of users; f is the dimension of latent factors; #Iter is the number of

iterations. In practice, the values of |I|, |J |, |K| are usually small (less than 5),370

since the real-world datasets are very sparse. Therefore, the e�ciency of our pro-

posed method is comparable to BPR whose time complexity is O(|U |f ∗#Iter),
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Algorithm 1: The learning algorithm for BPRH

Input: T (u, i), A(u, i), N(u, i), ω, ρ, λu, λv, λb, γ.

Output: θ = {Ûu, V̂i, bi }

1 Calculate auxiliary-target correlation C for every user and each types

of auxiliary action.

2 Generate S for each item.

3 for iterations do

4 Uniformly sample a user u ∈ U ;

5 Uniformly sample a item i ∈ Iut ;

6 Build I = Iut ∩ Si;

7 if Iuoa 6= ∅ then

8 if Iul 6= ∅ and Iuv 6= ∅ then

9 Calculate the ε according to Equation 15;

10 Generate µ according to Bernoulli distribution p(µ);

11 if µ = 1 then

12 Pick an item j ∈ Iuoa ∩ Iul randomly;

13 Build J = Iuoa ∩ Iul ∩ Si;

14 else

15 Pick an item j ∈ Iuoa ∩ Iuv randomly;

16 Build J = Iuoa ∩ Iuv ∩ Si;

17 else

18 Pick an item j ∈ Iuoa randomly;

19 Build J = Iuoa ∩ Si;

20 Uniformly sample a item k ∈ Iun ;

21 Build K = Iun ∩ Si;

22 if Iud 6= ∅ then

23 Pick an item g ∈ Iud randomly;

24 Build G = Iud ∩ Si;

25 Update θ via Equation 12 and 13.
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which is superior to other BPR's variants [22, 30, 26]. The running time3 of

each iteration is 0.5s, 3.4s and 17.1s for Sobazaar, Xing and Tmall respectively.

5. Experiments and Analysis375

To evaluate the e�ectiveness of our BPRH model, we conduct comprehensive

experiments on three real-world datasets, whereby we want to �nd out answers

to the following two research questions: (1) what is the e�ect of auxiliary action

on improving the performance of recommendation; (2) how our proposed method

performs in comparison with other state-of-the-art counterparts.380

5.1. Datasets

Three real-world datasets are utilized in our study, including Sobazaar,

Tmall and Xing. The statistics of all the datasets are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Statistics of the three real-world datasets.

Datasets Sobazaar Xing Tmall

#user 4,712 107,463 424,170

#item 7,015 190,099 372,740

#purchase/reply 15,208 32,7234 3,292,144

#view 126,846 1,291,305 48,550,713

#like 95,589 138,168 3,305,723

#delete - 252,964 -

Sobazaar4 is an online fashion portal where users can interact with the portal

via an app [38]. Similar as most e-commerce platforms, users can perform385

purchase, view and like on items. Besides, a social network is also part of

3Our experiments run on a PC with Intel Core processor with a speed of 2.2GHz and 8GB

of RAM.
4shop.villoid.com. The dataset has been released at github.com/hainguyen-

telenor/Learning-to-rank-from-implicit-feedback.
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the service o�ered by Sobazaar, where users could become friends with each

other. Tmall5 is a similar but much larger dataset in which purchase, view and

like are observed as well. It is generated from a famous online retail website

without a social network. Xing6 is a job hunting website where users can acquire390

recruitment information posted by companies that are looking for candidates for

their jobs. Users can click and bookmark a job posting or reply to it if they intend

to apply for the job. They can also delete unwanted postings. In this dataset,

reply is the target action; delete is the negative action; click and bookmark

are auxiliary action, which are equivalent to view and like, respectively. For395

simplicity, we name them as view and like.

To the best of our knowledge, Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing are the only publicly

available datasets that contain heterogeneous implicit feedback information.

5.2. Evaluation Metrics

We adopt 5-fold cross validation to evaluate the performance of each method.400

Speci�cally, we randomly split the target action dataset T (u, i) into �ve folds. In

each iteration, four folds are used as the training data (denoted as Ttr) and the

remaining fold as the test data (denoted as Tte). The auxiliary action A(u, i) and

negative action N(u, i) datasets, if available, would be treated as supplement

data to work with the training data during the model learning process. We405

repeat this procedure �ve times until all folds are tested and the average results

are reported as the �nal performance. Finally, based on the estimated user

preference, a personalized recommendation list will be generated for user u,

i.e., Iur = {i1, i2, ..., im, ...}. Six widely used metrics are adopted to evaluate

each method, including precision, recall, area under the ROC curve (AUC) [36],410

normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [39], mean average precision

(MAP) [40] and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) [41].

In terms of precision and recall, if the size of the recommendation list is K,

5www.tmall.com. The dataset is obtained from tianchi.shuju.aliyun.com.
6www.xing.com. The dataset is used for the ACM RecSys Challenge 2016.
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i.e., |Iur | = K, then precision@K and recall@K are de�ned as follows,

precision@K =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

1

K

K∑
m=1

δ
(

(u, im) ∈ Tte
)
,

recall@K =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

1

|IuTte
|

K∑
m=1

δ
(

(u, im) ∈ Tte
)
,

where IuTte
is the set of items that user u performs target action on, in the

test data Tte. δ is the indicator function with δ(x) = 1 if x is true, otherwise

δ(x) = 0. We set K = {5, 10} in this study for both precision and recall.415

AUC is de�ned as follows,

AUC =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

1

|E(u)|
∑

(i,j)∈E(u)

δ(r̂ui > r̂uj),

where E(u) =
{

(i, j)|i ∈ IuTte
, j /∈ IuTte

}
.

NDCG is given by,

NDCG@K =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

1

IDCGu

K∑
i=1

2δ(i∈I
u
Tte

) − 1

log2(i+ 1)
,

where IDCGu is the normalization term, i.e., the ideal DCG value for u when

|Iur | = K.

MAP is de�ned as,

MAP =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

|Iur |∑
k=1

1

k

k∑
m=1

δ(im ∈ IuTte
).

And MRR is de�ned as,

MRR =
1

|U |
∑
u∈U

1

minim∈IuTte
m
.

Larger values of these metrics mean better recommendation performance.

5.3. Comparison Methods420

We compare BPRH with eight state-of-the-art algorithms.7

7Source code is included in the LibRec library at www.librec.net.
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• Random: Randomly select items to users for recommendation;

• PopRank: Popularity-based ranking is a simple but e�ective method

which recommends the most popular items in terms of target actions to

users.425

• BPR: Bayesian personalized ranking [23] is the �rst pairwise method for

item recommendation; Note that two version of BPR are compared: BPRt

only considers T (u, i), i.e., the data of target action and BPRta considers

T (u, i) ∪A(u, i), i.e., the data of both target action and auxiliary action.

• CoFiSet: Collaborative �ltering via learning pairwise preferences over430

item-sets [30] generalizes the pairwise BPR assumption by using the rela-

tionship between two item-sets instead of two items.

• BPR++(N): An extension of BPR that focuses on the pairwise pref-

erence towards two items both with actions. The method assumes that

items obtained more actions are more preferable [21]8.435

• MF-BPR: Multi-feedback Bayesian Personalized Ranking [18] is a pair-

wise method that exploits heterogeneous implicit feedback with an ex-

tended sampling method.

• ABPR: Adaptive BPR method [26] is the �rst work that is able to incor-

porate two types of implicit feedback, i.e., purchase and view ;440

• TJSL: A novel transfer learning method that recommends items via a

joint similarity learning model based on knowledge transfer from view to

purchase [25];

Besides, several variants of our proposed framework are compared, shown as

follows,445

8BPR++(T) as another variant of BPR++ presented in [21] is not included in our discus-

sion since it depends on temporal information, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
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• BPRHcv: only considers view and sets αu to be the same constant for all

users;

• BPRHv: only considers view ;

• BPRHl: only considers like;

• BPRHfl: only considers �ltered like;450

• BPRHvl: considers view and like for Xing and Tmall; view and �ltered

like for Sobazaar. Since no social network is involved in Xing or Tmall,

we just adopt the original like;

• BPRH′vl: is a variant of BPRHvl, where we randomly select items to

build item-sets; Similar settings as in CoFiSet are applied to optimize the455

size of item-sets;

• BPRH′′vl: is a variant of BPRH′vl, where the size of item-sets is �xed to

be one. That is to say, the series pairwise assumption is downgraded to

study pairwise user preference over a single item;

• BPRHvld: considers view, like and delete, which only works for Xing,460

since Sobazaar and Tmall do not contain delete action.

We empirically �nd out the optimal parameter settings for all the methods.

Speci�cally, we apply a grid search in {0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0} for

the regularization parameters λu, λv, λb, and a grid search in {0.0001, 0.001, 0.01,

0.1} for the learning rate γ; The dimension of latent factors is set to f ∈465

{10, 20, 50, 100, 200}; For CoFiSet, we apply a grid search in {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} to

�nd out the optimal size of item-sets [30]; For BPR++(N) and MF-BPR, the

sampling parameter β are searched in [0, 1] with the step of 0.05 [21, 18]. For

ABPR and TJSL, the outer iteration number L = 10 and the number of models

for �nal prediction L0 = 3 [26, 25]. For ABPR, we search the empirical error470

threshold τ in [100, 1000] with the step of 50 [26].
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Figure 4: The impacts of ω on Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing datasets.

  

(a) Sobazaar

  

(b) Tmall

  

(c) Xing

Figure 5: The impacts of ρ and sampling strategies on Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing datasets.
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5.4. Results and Analysis

In this subsection, we present the experimental results on the three real-

world datasets. Through insightful analysis on the results, the two research

questions mentioned above can be well answered.475

The Impact of Parameter ω. In Equation 7, ω controls the importance of

auxiliary-target correlation (i.e., Cu). We apply a grid search in {100, 500, 1000,

1500, 2000, 2500, 3000} to study its impact on recommendation performance.

Figure 4 depicts the results of BPRHvl on Sobazaar, Tmal and Xing. For pre-

cision, as ω increases, it improves at �rst on all datasets. The best performance480

on Sobazaar is achieved when ω = 1000 with 63% of improvement relative to

the worst results with ω = 100 , while for Tmall and Xing, the peak values

are obtained when ω = 1000 and ω = 2000 with the improvement of 85% and

59% relative to the worst results, respectively. As ω further increases, precision

slightly goes down, and �nally remains stable on all datasets. For AUC, it keeps485

relatively stable as ω changes. Less than 1% of improvements for the best case

with ω = 1000 on Sobazaar and Tmall, with ω = 2000 on Xing are achieved

relative to the worst results with ω = 100, respectively. In summary, the per-

formance variations across datasets suggest the need of dataset-speci�c settings

for ω; the similarity in performance variation across ω values demonstrates the490

robustness of our proposed model. In this study, we set ω = 1000 for Sobazaar

and Tmall, ω = 2000 for Xing.

The Impact of Parameter ρ. In Equation 9, ρ controls the contribution of

the two types of auxiliary action, i.e., view and like. We apply a grid search in

{0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1} to analyze the impact of ρ with the uniform and adaptive495

sampling strategies. The results are shown in Figure 5 (a) (b) (c) for Sobazaar,

Tmall and Xing, respectively, where several interesting observations are noted:

(1) For all datasets, with the varying of ρ, the performance of the adaptive

sampling generally outperforms that of uniform sampling in terms of both pre-

cision and AUC, indicating the e�ectiveness of our adaptive sampling strategy.500

(2) The best performances of Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing are all achieved with
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ρ around 0.2 ∼ 0.8, suggesting that only appropriate combination of view and

like can help obtain the best results. (3) The peak values of both precision and

AUC are obtained at ρ = 0.8 for Sobazaar and Tmall, while ρ = 0.2 for Xing.

This also veri�es the fact (shown in Figure 3) that view is the auxiliary action505

with larger overall auxiliary-target correlation in Sobazaar and Tmall, while like

is the one with higher auxiliary-target correlation in Xing. (4) Compared with

precision, AUC is less sensitive to ρ. In our study, we set ρ = 0.8 for Sobazaar

and Tmall, ρ = 0.2 for Xing.

Based on the above analysis, the two hyperparameters ω and ρ are not510

di�cult to tune. A relatively large value (> 1000) for ω and a value between

0.2 and 0.8 for ρ are recommended as initialization. Note that the number

of hyperparameters in BPRH is no more than that in most of the baseline

methods9.

Results of BPRH Variants. The results of di�erent variants of BPRH are515

presented in Table 5, and a number of �ndings are summarized as follows:

• The performance of BPRHv is better than that of BPRHcv on the three

datasets. Although both of them consider the same auxiliary action, i.e.,

view, BPRHcv sets all αu to be the same constant, whereas BPRHv treats

all users distinctively by calculating αu for each user. The results imply520

that the di�erent patterns of performing auxiliary action among di�erent

users should be fully taken into consideration for better recommendation.

• Although both BPRHl and BPRHfl consider the same auxiliary action,

i.e., like, the latter utilizes the �ltered like generated via Equation 11.

BPRHfl is found to achieve much better performance than BPRHl on525

Sobazaar. In contrast, no signi�cant improvements even some worse re-

sults in a few metrics are observed on Tmall and Xing. These results

coincide with the conclusion made in Figure 3: the e�ect on improving

9The number of hyperparameters (except for those share by all) in BPR, CoFiSet, BPR++,

MF-BPR, ABPR, TJSL, BPRH is 0, 2, 1, 4, 3, 3, 2, respectively.
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Table 5: Recommendation performance of variants of BPRH on the three real-world datasets

(f = 50).

Dataset Method Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 AUC MAP NDCG MRR

Sobazaar

BPRHcv 0.0254 0.0193 0.0821 0.1347 0.8824 0.0721 0.1803 0.0662

BPRHv 0.0355 0.0259 0.1452 0.2040 0.9030 0.1059 0.2473 0.1141

BPRHl 0.0174 0.0132 0.0642 0.0927 0.8246 0.0471 0.1767 0.0568

BPRHfl 0.0191 0.0144 0.0707 0.1005 0.8449 0.0490 0.1927 0.0611

BPRH′′vl 0.0434 0.0317 0.1728 0.2377 0.9034 0.1205 0.2557 0.1302

BPRH′vl 0.0472 0.0331 0.1829 0.2526 0.9128 0.1294 0.2623 0.1377

BPRHvl 0.0510 0.0355 0.2005 0.2704 0.9265 0.1378 0.2807 0.1504

Tmall

BPRHcv 0.0086 0.0075 0.0281 0.0522 0.8753 0.0250 0.1501 0.0304

BPRHv 0.0093 0.0091 0.0333 0.0631 0.9082 0.0275 0.1645 0.0351

BPRHl 0.0166 0.0113 0.0492 0.0669 0.6852 0.0361 0.1399 0.0528

BPRHfl 0.0164 0.0114 0.0492 0.0668 0.6803 0.0360 0.1400 0.0527

BPRH′′vl 0.0173 0.0152 0.0591 0.1001 0.9037 0.0432 0.1710 0.0519

BPRH′vl 0.0181 0.0158 0.0627 0.1054 0.9124 0.0459 0.1790 0.0553

BPRHvl 0.0192 0.0165 0.0668 0.1121 0.9295 0.0486 0.1904 0.0624

Xing

BPRHcv 0.0384 0.0298 0.1956 0.2128 0.8654 0.1586 0.2089 0.1576

BPRHv 0.0467 0.0354 0.2245 0.2519 0.9028 0.1734 0.2423 0.1885

BPRHl 0.0698 0.0403 0.2762 0.3433 0.7524 0.2137 0.3292 0.2461

BPRHfl 0.0701 0.0402 0.2762 0.3435 0.7547 0.2138 0.3292 0.2462

BPRH′′vl 0.0744 0.0413 0.2806 0.3453 0.9109 0.2241 0.3430 0.2603

BPRH′vl 0.0769 0.0449 0.2954 0.3488 0.9263 0.2327 0.3493 0.2657

BPRHvl 0.0792 0.0471 0.3018 0.3516 0.9442 0.2462 0.3611 0.2759

BPRHvld 0.0801 0.0474 0.3026 0.3530 0.9465 0.2487 0.3679 0.2783
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auxiliary-target correlation made by �ltered like is noteworthy in the sce-

nario where social networks are built (i.e., Sobazaar) but almost invisible530

in the scenario without social network (i.e., Tmall and Xing).

• We also notice that the performance of BPRHv is better than that of

BPRHl and BPRHfl on Sobazaar; whereas BPRHl and BPRHfl outper-

form BPRHv on Tmall and Xing. According to Figure 3, we know that

the overall auxiliary-target correlation of view is higher than that of like535

and �ltered like on Sobazaar, whereas an opposite situation is observed on

Tmall and Xing. These observations strongly support the conclusion that

the auxiliary action with higher correlation with the target action is more

e�ective to enhance the recommendation performance.

• By generating item-sets based on the co-selection scheme proposed in Sec-540

tion 4, BPRHvl performs better than BPRH
′
vl that randomly selects items

to build the item-sets, demonstrating the e�ectiveness of our co-select

based item-sets generating strategy.

• On all three datasets, BPRHvl incorporating both view and like out-

performs BPRHv, BPRHl and BPRHfl, which suggests that better rec-545

ommendation performance can be generated by appropriately integrating

both types of auxiliary action; Furthermore, BPRHvld performs slightly

better than BPRHvl on Xing, indicating that negative action is also e�ec-

tive to help further improve recommendation accuracy.

Comparative Results. Table 6 presents the performance of all the compar-550

ison methods on the three real-world datasets with f = 50, where the best

performance is highlighted in bold; the best performance of methods proposed

by others is marked by `underline'; the column `Improve' indicates the rela-

tive improvements that our best method achieves w.r.t. the `underline' results.

Besides, we further compare the performance of all comparison methods in555

terms of precision@5 and AUC with di�erent dimensions of latent factors, i.e.,
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Table 6: Recommendation performance of all comparison methods on the three real-world

datasets (f = 50).

Dataset Method Pre@5 Pre@10 Rec@5 Rec@10 AUC MAP NDCG MRR

Sobazaar

Random 0.0014 0.0012 0.0050 0.0012 0.6943 0.0049 0.1142 0.0060

PopRank 0.0110 0.0077 0.0399 0.0556 0.7899 0.0274 0.1515 0.0353

BPRt 0.0136 0.0084 0.0369 0.0478 0.7559 0.0251 0.1426 0.0374

BPRta 0.0104 0.0072 0.0322 0.0390 0.6842 0.0221 0.1311 0.0305

CoFiSet 0.0143 0.0087 0.0372 0.0494 0.7603 0.0277 0.1501 0.0381

BPR++(N) 0.0134 0.0078 0.0357 0.0470 0.7475 0.0248 0.1400 0.0314

MF-BPR 0.0412 0.0237 0.1554 0.2193 0.8753 0.1020 0.2232 0.1231

ABPR 0.0187 0.0103 0.0532 0.0645 0.7826 0.0327 0.1823 0.0504

TJSL 0.0194 0.0121 0.0547 0.0651 0.7921 0.0353 0.1965 0.0521

BPRH 0.0510 0.0355 0.2005 0.2704 0.9265 0.1378 0.2807 0.1504

Improve 24% 50% 29% 23% 6% 35% 26% 22%

Tmall

Random 0.0003 0.0003 0.0007 0.0015 0.5202 0.0013 0.0957 0.0018

PopRank 0.0030 0.0026 0.0089 0.0153 0.5918 0.0082 0.1142 0.0120

BPRt 0.0083 0.0055 0.0213 0.0285 0.6051 0.0169 0.1131 0.0275

BPRta 0.0054 0.0037 0.0162 0.0197 0.5812 0.0118 0.1002 0.0193

CoFiSet 0.0087 0.0060 0.0217 0.0301 0.6322 0.0172 0.1154 0.0281

BPR++(N) 0.0077 0.0053 0.0214 0.0281 0.6215 0.0169 0.1122 0.0276

MF-BPR 0.0101 0.0065 0.0323 0.0468 0.8866 0.0248 0.1486 0.0309

ABPR 0.0091 0.0061 0.0256 0.0353 0.7339 0.0201 0.1234 0.0297

TJSL 0.0095 0.0073 0.0277 0.0382 0.7565 0.0213 0.1288 0.0313

BPRH 0.0192 0.0165 0.0668 0.1121 0.9295 0.0486 0.1904 0.0624

Improve 91% 125% 107% 140% 5% 96% 28% 99%

Xing

Ramdom 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 0.5432 0.0010 0.0071 0.0007

PopRank 0.0021 0.0022 0.0046 0.0068 0.6884 0.0047 0.0888 0.0045

BPRt 0.0050 0.0038 0.0087 0.0122 0.6918 0.0096 0.0957 0.0097

BPRta 0.0041 0.0032 0.0068 0.0083 0.6637 0.0085 0.0886 0.0091

CoFiSet 0.0054 0.0042 0.0088 0.0143 0.7160 0.0101 0.1027 0.0142

BPR++(N) 0.0048 0.0035 0.0083 0.0121 0.6754 0.0097 0.0857 0.0096

MF-BPR 0.0272 0.0180 0.1185 0.1523 0.8294 0.0940 0.1704 0.1025

ABPR 0.0097 0.0072 0.0242 0.0587 0.7924 0.0313 0.1611 0.0321

TJSL 0.0125 0.0089 0.0276 0.0624 0.7981 0.0343 0.1650 0.0331

BPRH 0.0801 0.0474 0.3026 0.3530 0.9465 0.2487 0.3679 0.2783

Improve 195% 164% 155% 132% 14% 165% 116% 171%
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Figure 6: The Pre@5 of all comparison method with di�erent f (dimension of latent factors)

on Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing datasets.
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Figure 7: The AUC of all comparison method with di�erent f (dimension of latent factors)

on Sobazaar, Tmall and Xing datasets.
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f = {10, 20, 50, 100, 200}. The results are illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7,

respectively. A number of interesting observations are summarized as follows:

• Unsurprisingly, Random performs the worst among all the other compari-

son methods. The performance of PopRank is better than Random, while560

it is generally worse than other BPR based methods, demonstrating the

e�ectiveness of BPR based models. We apply Kendall's τ coe�cient [35]

to measure the popularity tendency of comparison methods. The per-

formance of BPRH (0.33) is comparable with the best performance in

baselines (0.32, by BPR), which veri�es the discussions in Section 3.2.565

• Among the BPR based models, the performance of CoFiSet is better than

that of BPRt, indicating that the pairwise assumption over item-sets is

more e�ective than that over a single item. This can be further veri�ed by

the fact that BPRH′′vl (over a single item) performs worse than BPRH′vl

and BPRHvl (over item-sets), as shown in Table 5;570

• Both ABPR and TJSL, which take one type of auxiliary action, i.e., view

into consideration, perform better than BPRt and CoFiSet that only adopt

target action. This suggests that auxiliary action indeed manages to

enhance recommendation performance. On another hand, the fact that

BPRt performs better than BPRta and BPR++(N) indicates that a rea-575

sonable fashion is required when auxiliary action is integrated into the

model. Otherwise, the auxiliary action would bring some noise and de-

generate the recommendation performance.

• MF-BPR, the integration of multiple types of auxiliary action, outper-

forms ABPR and TJSL which merely consider one type of auxiliary action,580

i.e., view, indicating that recommendation can bene�t from the combina-

tion of di�erent types of auxiliary action.

• Our proposed BPRH consistently outperforms MF-BPR across all the

metrics on the three real-world datasets. The main reason behind is that
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BPRH integrates the auxiliary action into the model via a more person-585

alized fashion based on the auxiliary-target correlation for each user. The

�ne-grained assumption also helps model user preference more accurately.

Furthermore, BPRH performs the best in di�erent settings of latent factors

on all three datasets as shown in Figures 6, 7, demonstrating its e�ective-

ness. As the dimension of latent factors f goes up, the performance of590

BPRH increases at �rst and then keeps generally stable when f >= 100.

To sum up, BPRH achieves the best performance across all the datasets.

The improvements (between BPRH and the best of other methods) across all six

metrics are statistically signi�cant (Paired t-test, p-value < 0.001), which imply

that the recommendation performance can be further boosted by incorporating595

di�erent types of auxiliary action and negative action in an appropriate manner.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a Bayesian personalized ranking model for het-

erogeneous implicit feedback (BPRH) that incorporated target action, auxiliary

action, and negative action if available, into a uni�ed model. Speci�cally, we600

�rst assumed that user preference towards items with target action, auxiliary

action, no action and negative action were in a descending order. Then we inte-

grated the assumption into a BRP model to build the framework of BPRH. Our

method, for the �rst time, utilized the co-occurrences of heterogeneous actions

to quantify the correlation between auxiliary action and target action, which605

was further applied to help investigate the di�erence of user preference among

items with di�erent types of actions. Besides, a counterintuitive observation

was found that like was less correlated with target action than view in the sce-

nario where a social network was involved, and an adaptive sampling strategy

was devised to address the unbalanced correlation among actions. Lastly, in610

order to better model user preference over item-sets instead of a single item,

a co-selection based scheme was proposed to build item-sets more e�ciently.
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Experimental results on three real-world datasets demonstrated the superiority

of our proposed model against other counterparts.

A possible limitation of our work might be that we focus on the static cor-615

relation between heterogeneous implicit feedback. In fact, user pattern on per-

forming actions as well as user preference should be dynamic. It is also more

relevant to practical applications if we investigate how previous actions a�ect

future ones. Thus, for the future work, we plan to investigate the impact of ac-

tion sequence as well as the temporal information on modeling user preference,620

to further enhance the recommendation performance.
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